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1. Description
One of a vehicle’s most crucial pieces of safety gear is its brakes. It should come as no surprise 
that  the  automotive  industry  is  excited  to  see  how  braking develops, with a variety of  
technologies vying to increase efficiency and safety.

Through friction, brake pads turn a vehicle’s kinetic energy into thermal energy. The friction 
surfaces of the two brake pads, which are inside the brake, are directed toward the rotor. The 
hydraulic calliper compresses or squeezes the two brake pads against the rotating rotor to slow 
down and stop the car when the brakes are engaged. A brake pad’s friction substance transfers 
in small amounts to the disc as it heats up from contact with the rotor, leaving the disc with a 
dull grey coating. After that, the brake pad and disc attach to one another, creating the friction 
necessary to stop the car.

A typical method is to create a tiny center groove whose ultimate disappearance due to wear 
signifies the end of a pad’s useful life. Various brake pad types exist, ranging from extremely 
soft and aggressive to tougher, more durable, and less aggressive compounds, depending on the 
vehicle’s intended function. The majority of automakers suggest a certain brand of brake pad 
for  their model, but compounds  can  be modified to suit individual preferences and driving 
habits.  When  purchasing  non-standard  brake pads, care must always be taken because the 
operating temperature ranges may differ, such as performance brakes not braking effectively 
when cold or standard brakes fading during vigorous driving.

By fitting better quality, more aggressive brake pads, the issue of cars that experience significant 
brake fade can be reduced. As car speeds increased after world war II, asbestos was introduced 
as a standard component to brake pads because ponder revealed that its qualities allowed it 
to absorb  heat  while still providing the friction required to stop a vehicle. However, other 
materials had to be sought since the major health risks of asbestos finally started to surface. In 
first world nations, Non-Asbestos Organic (NAO) materials have essentially taken the place of 
asbestos brake pads.

Non-metallic materials are constructed of a composite of different synthetic materials that have 
been mixed and bonded together, typically in the form of cellulose, aramid, PAN and sintered 
glass. They have a short service life but are kind to rotors because of the amount of dust they 
produce.

Semi-metallic materials are synthetics blended with flakes of metal in various ratios. These 
have more durability; fade resistance and hardness than non-metallic pads, but at the expense 
of faster rotor replacement. In order to produce braking torque, they also need more actuating 
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force than non-metallic pads.

Fully metallic materials: These  pads,  which are made entirely of sintered steel without the 
addition of  synthetic  additives,  are  only  used in racing automobiles. They are incredibly 
durable, but it takes more energy to slow a car down and the rotors lose their effectiveness more 
quickly. They frequently speak loudly as well.

Ceramic materials are a nice balance between the durability of metal pads and the grip and fade 
resistance of the synthetic kind. They are made of clay and porcelain that have been bound 
to copper flakes and filaments. However, their main disadvantage is that ceramic brake pads 
typically do not disperse heat well, which can eventually cause the brake pads or other braking 
system components to distort.

As a  binding agent, phenol formaldehyde resin is widely employed. Graphite can act as a 
binding substance as well as a friction material. Zirconium silicate is another often used friction 
material.

1.1. Advanced Brake Pad Technology

Standard braking systems on cars and trains could be significantly improved by a new polymer 
based brake pad by making them more effective and affordable. By combining carbon fibers 
with polymer based brakes, it is possible to create self-lubricating brakes. In comparison to 
brakes currently on the market, these new and enhanced brakes can reduce wear and tear and 
have better frictional characteristics. There are typically three types of brake pad materials 
metallic, ceramic, and organic. In this new assessment, durability, friction, and wear tests are 
explored,  as  well  as  composite disintegration at high temperatures. More nano-materials 
combine with polymers to create multifunctional composite cocktails that can solve problems 
like friction, wear, and heat dispersion at the molecular level.




